NMR Facility Rate Schedule
(Updated in Feb 2019)

The new NMR instrument cost structure is based on the cost allowing proper maintenance of facility; the followings are the adjustments discussed by NMR committee and approved by university

1. Internal Users
   - For all instruments except for B700 occupied less than one day: $10/hr,
   - For B700 with cryoprobe, the rate is $15/hr.

   Considering that longtime experiment can dramatically increase the instrument efficiency, discounts are given:
   - Discount rates for long time and multiple days are $150/day (except for B700) and $200/day (B700)
   - Caps for internal users’ long time run experiments on all instruments, maximum costs as follows: $800/1 week, $1250/2 weeks, $1750/1 month
   - Rates for internal collaboration or external user’s service keep no change.

2. External Users
   - $60/hr on B700
   - $50/hr B600, B500Wb
   - $40/hr B500, B400, I400
   - $30/M300